Justifying the expense of the cancer Clinical Nurse Specialist.
In order to maximise patient care, assessment of the adequacy of the service provision by the Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNS) must be regularly undertaken. This study attempted to determine whether CNSs were providing an adequate service via retrospective and prospective audit. The results of a comprehensive audit of the work of the CNS within a tertiary referral Hepatobiliary Unit are presented. The audit involved postal and telephone questionnaires as well as prospective collection of data. The majority of responses from patients were positive, with many finding the CNS a useful and well-utilised contact. Overall, the CNSs performed well in each of their designated tasks; however, areas were still identified which could be further improved. Audit is essential in providing feedback to the CNS and to identify areas which require improvement. The CNS has evolved to meet a clinical gap in patient care, and as a result, the role of a CNS is frequently nebulous or poorly defined. This renders evaluation of the CNS problematic and fraught with difficulties. However, a thorough assessment can still be made using carefully constructed audit looking at each task of the CNS.